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Abstract:  
 
Adiabatic isentropic sublimation of water +H2O-

ice dipole capacitance into H+
gas and 

OH-
gas gas monopole currents, due to hydrogen (H+) bonding, generate net bonding 

‘admittance’ of 15mCoulomb(e-)/mole+H2O-
ice.sec (Coulomb). It causes permanent 

influx of H+
gas and OH-

gas monopoles across the ice/gas interface igi at the edge of 
water. Bonding length is 18.10-14cm or 1Ce-.cm  (Coulomb or electronVolt.cm) and 
bonding activity is 8.3Joule/ltr. Biological organisms evolved by exploiting this water 
admittance, developing double strand DNA as igi as storage medium for information 
of the surround retrieved by the ribosome's in electro dynamical strings of 18 mRNA-
codons each. Codon strings are generated by hydrogen bonding and information 
exchange is interrupted by short interfering free radical 22 nucleotide RNA strands 
(siRNAgas). Information transmission is invariant with distance x between ribosome 
and genome. It is suggested that 3-D information stored in the dielectrical vacuum of 
the genome is recovered on a regulated time scale by small 1-D strings carrying part 
of this information.    
 
Fig.1 a Hydrogen H+ bonding is defined as proton mobility δH over a length of 18.10-12mtr at 108pmtr 
from the center of the oxygen atom. The equivalent potential of an ice molecule is therefore 10-18C(e-) 
because Faraday's law (105C/moleH+) shows one Ampere displaces a proton over a distance of 6δH 
bonding units (108pm, Eq.'s 1-3) b 3*1/3mole+H2O-

ice/mtr generates 30mC(H+,OH-) cm2 serial bonding 
capacitance in 0.1ltr ice (100cm*1cm2, Eq.1) c This 1mole+H2O-

ice returns as 15mC/moleH2Oice parallel 
current (=15mmoleH2Oice per 18mltr+H2O-

ice = 0.83mole per ltrH2O). The net 15mCH2Ogas capacitance 
is generated by reversible isentropic adiabatic sublimation of ice to gas and vice versa. It disappears 

when OH-and H+ ions short-circuit in solution1c. 
Thus, part of the water molecules (15mC/2 = 
0.075ltr)3 are permanent as capacitance in the gas 
phase, causing the net water volume decrease 
upon melting1 d The enzyme 3Na/K-ATPase (E) 
mimics the water capacitance generation for 
transcellular NaCl salt transport. By current 
clamping the enzyme saturates 1mole(H++OH-) 
with 30mC(Na++Cl-) as current (gas) near a cell 
membrane, and 10x this volume is secreted at 
once as 300mC +3Na-H2O-Cl-

ice (6δH) dipole 
capacitance. Ice is not compressible and salt 
transition is therefore invariant with the distance 
∆x. The counter current is 10x 30mC buffer gas 
(capacitance is 6δH). ATP is required d The 
enzymatic NaCl ice/gas conversion is compatible 
with the gas constant 8.33Joule/ltr+H2O-

ice 
(0.150*55.55 Joule/ltr  or 8.3Joule/mole.sec)1-3 

 



 

Introduction:   
 
An electromagnetic water +H2O-

water dipole is unable to move because the molecule 
would generate capacitance and current simultaneously. It is therefore an +H2O-

ice 
dipole1. Protons (H+) nevertheless are able to move small distances δH of 18.10-12mtr 
within a H2O molecule. Due to this mobility, known as hydrogen bonding (textbook, 
fig1a), the molecule can generate bonding capacitance. 3Moles+H2O-

ice in series 
generate a serial δH bonding capacitance of 3.10-2C(e-)mtr/sec (Eq.1) electronVolt or 
capacitance C in Coulomb (C). It means that each H+ ion is equivalent with 3δH 
bonding units (54pm, fig1a) and that a capacitive current of 30mC/ltr+H2O-

ice.sec per 
10-2cm2 (100cm) must return as a current of 10-7mole(H++OH-) per 10-2C+H2O-

ice
 per 

second and per mtr (pH=7, Eq.'s 1,2,2a). Water is not compressible and therefore the 
capacitive bonding current (per mtr) is directed to the ice/gas interface igi at the 
surface of the bulk of water where 1+H2O-

ice/6δH dissociates in 1H+ and 1OH- per 3δH 
each. These buffer ions return as 2 parallel capacitive currents of 15mC/sec into the 
bulk (10mC/(2/3ltr = 15mC/ltr) between the intermolecular space of the ice molecules 
until they short-circuit each other, becoming ice molecules (fig.’s 1b,c). The RC-time 
constant of the total capacitance 'RC-circuit' is exact one second (fig.'s 1a,b, sum of 
δH=0)1-3. Thus hydrogen bonding causes isentropic reversible adiabatic sublimation 
of H20 between the ice and gas state. It means that water has a permanent volume 
deficit of 15mC+H2O-

ice/ltr moving as free electrical H+,OH- monopole capacitances in 
the gas phase between the ice dipoles, as is shown by the volume decrease of water 
after melting1,2. The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase exploited this deficit by generating 
+3Na-H2O-3Cl-

ice dipole- and H++OH-
gas

 'RC-circuits' with 0.83mol/sec NaCl 
admittance, which yields a net transport of 0.83mole/0.1ltr (8.33Joule/ltr, fig.’s 
1b,e)2,3. Admittance is the reverse of impedance describing the net escape of current 
from an RC-circuit. In this study is shown that also mRNA and the ribosome’s exploit 
the unique water properties to generate protein admittance.      

    
Fig.2. a Isentropic adiabatic de- and re- magnetization of water dipoles and 
monopoles due to hydrogen bonding. 3mole+H2O-

ice generate 30mC per 
mole+H2O-

ice serial bonding capacitance in igi at the edge of the bulk of water 
(Eq.'s 1-3, fig.1)1, which sublimates into 10-7mole(H+,OH-)gas  current in igi 
These buffer ions return as 2 electrical parallel capacitive currents of 15mCe-

/mole.sec in the gas phase between the ice molecules. The difference, 
15mC/ltr+H2O-

ice.sec, is admittance. The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase exploits the 
3-capacitance and 2 current generating properties of water, by transporting salt 
immobilized as 15mCNaCl per mole+H2O+

ice.sec (0.83moleNaCl/ltr1-3) 
capacitance. Ice is transported as +3Na-H2O-3Cl-

ice dipole capacitance across a 
biological cell and the ice returns as (H+,OH-)gas buffer current (phase-shift). b 
Model of combined +3mRNA/H2O -

ice dipole capacitance and H++OH- current 
exchange (phase shift) in the dielectrical vacuum of the genome acting as igi. 
3mRNA nucleotides per codon (3δH capacitance units), are transported with 
one H2O (3H units, see fig.1b) in exchange for 1+H2O-

ice dipole (expanding to 
gas) in the genome (6δH capacitance units). The equivalent model represents a 
capacitance ‘RC-circuit’ obeying Kirchoff's law (sum of potentials is zero).  
 
Results:   

 
Fusion of complementary H+ and OH- ions or amino acid terminals generates 
capacitance. For example ribosomal pairing of amino acids yields a shift in the water 
bonding potential of 30mC(e-) per +H2O/3mRNA-

ice bonding capacitance when a 



mRNA codon and 2 amino acids are read and fused simultaneously by the ribosome 
(fig. 2b)1. The +H2O/3mRNA-

ice codon capacitance replaces existing bonding 
capacitance of trapped H2O+

ice in the genome, which escapes as OH-
gas and H+

gas 
current (fig.2). A string α of bonding ice current with given volume copied as 
capacitance to the genome that replaces a string  +H2O-

ice in the genome with given 
length β (Eq.4) that escapes from the genome as gas current, have identical bonding 
potential (sum of potential is zero, Voltage clamp, fig.2b). This sum describes the 
sublimation of a volume of ice capacitance to capacitive gas current igas (Vice.δigas) and 
the sublimation of gas capacitive current  to ice capacitance (iH2Ogas.δVice). To solve 
this equation we need the equivalent capacitance of a volume H2Oice. Current/mtr 
(100cm) is converted to capacitance/cm2 in a volume of 1/10ltr (100cm3) and the 
equivalent capacitance of 0.1ltr ice is therefore 1022C/1018 ltr+H20-

ice (Eq.3). 
Substitution of these values in Eq.4a yields a value of 0.83Joule per 0.1ltr for the 
string ratio of α/β, and the value becomes 8.33Joule per mole/ltr (fig.’s 1e, 3b, Eq.4b). 
The result strongly suggests that the information of strings containing18 
+H2O/3mRNA-

ice codons are sent as electro dynamical quantals by ribosome to the 
genome (fig.2b, 3bc).    

 
Fig.3. a mRNA and the magnetic 
dipoles +H2O-ice contain each 15mC/ltr 
(here protein) information from the 
surround, which is copied retrograde to 
the genomic ice/gas interface igi, 
replacing bonding H2O-molecules in the 
groves of the genome. The latter escape 
as gas buffer current (enabling proteins 
to enter the gas phase) b Combinations 
of +H2O/3mRNA-

ice are exchanged for 
H2Oice (expanding to gas) at a constant 

ice/gas exchange rate of 8.33Joule/10sec in the dielectrical vacuum of he genome (acting as igi).  c 
18+H2O/3mRNA-

ice and 22(H+,OH-) buffer molecules represent an exchange ratio of 0.82Joule per 
mole+H2O-

ice  (8.2Joule/ltr ice, Eq.4b).  
  
The number of amino acids in a molecule limits the protein information of the 
surround that ribosome's send to the genome. A transmission stop is therefore 
provided by non-coding genes, which generate double free radical strands RNAgas of 
22 nucleotides short interference siRNAgas. RNA has a bonding activity similar to 
water (textbook). These strands therefore have a potential of 132H units (22*δH) and 
when they bind to antisense sequences of a given RNA strand attached to the genome 
they short-circuit the RC-circuit of information transmission. It results in mRNA 
break down4,5 of a given protein and withdrawal of genomic mRNA (Fig.5).  
 
Discussion:    
 
The assimilation of proteins, or any other sensation, by the cellular machinery of 
ribosomal mRNA information and genomic ice/gas exchange most likely is giving 
mRNA, and its organism, the notion of time of the surround in units of seconds1,6. 
Adiabatic sublimation of water (ice) has a RC-time constant of exactly 1sec1, and in 
order to confer this time constant to a new organism first every piece of, for example, 
protein information from the surround must be broken down into its smallest unit of 
information. Writing this information to the genome combined with the simultaneous 
recovery of the original protein information by tRNA on the ribosome's (textbook) is 



then conferring the pace of water to the new biological organism, giving it the notion 
of time of the surrounding universe. Thus, in the beginning all information of a 
developing organism is buried into the dielectrical vacuum of the genome, functioning 
with a material time constant of 1sec, which belongs to the surrounding universe. It 
suggests that also the universe started from the dielectrical vacuum of a capacitor. But 
not only protein information is processed through the genome. In fact every sensation 
of light, sound smell etc must be processed through he genome because all these 
processes are mediated by water, which makes physiological coupling of organic data 
from different sources most likely. For example it is not excluded that the enzyme 
3NA/2K-ATPase and regulatory genes cooperate by storing water memory in 
‘extracellular’ neuronal spines1b.   
 
The DNA double helix is held together by the non-covalent hydrogen bonds 
(textbook). Thus, while the backbone of the strands is held together by strong 
covalent bonds it seems that the information sent by the ribosomes is copied to the 
double helix. The processing of RNA information through the genome obeys the basic 
laws of physics and mathematics. In this ms. is shown that the genome works as a 
hard disk or hologram that contains all information for the development of an 
organism. mRNA informs the genome about this progress by transmitting quantal 
electro dynamical pieces of information from the surround, which means that 
information processing is instantaneous and independent of the distance between 
transmitter and receiver. Interestingly, this information is sent instantaneous, invariant 
with the distance x in informative quanta containing 10 codon strings each. It suggests 
that small 1-D strings carrying part of this information can retrieve all 3-D 
information stored in the dielectrical vacuum of the genome by adding to it the 4th 
dimension of time. Unwinding of the genetic program seems to proceed with greatest 
timing and precision.  
 
 

 
Fig.4  a RNA molecules have bonding activity similar to 
water (textbook).  Short free radical 22siRNAgas strands bind 
to antisense sequences in mRNA of coding genes, triggering 
genomic exchange of mRNAice and +H2O-

ice. b Short-circuit 
between antisense mRNAice capacitance (22H) and siRNAgas 
(22xδH=132H) current yields a bonding capacitance of 
110H, sufficient to restore the genome 18+H2O-

ice dipole 
capacitance. The gas constant of this conversion is 110/132= 
0.82J (/0.1ltr, see fig.'s 1e,3b, Eq.4). 
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